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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new proposal for a video
coding scheme intended for human faces in video
sequences using an eigenspace approach. The scheme
greatly improves previous results [1] by proposing a
new adaptive eigenspace technique in combination
with the new upcoming standard AVC [2], [3]. The
description of the face is also included in the bit
stream using the MPEG-7 descriptors [4] thus
providing search and browsing functionalities along
with coding efficiency. The total bit stream presents
better or same coding efficiency than AVC / H.264
and offers a very competitive alternative to Bpredictive frames. Results are provided in the paper
for bit-rates around 2.5 Kbits/s.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Image and video coding are one of the most
important topics in image processing and digital
communications. During the last thirty years we have
witnessed a tremendous explosion in research and
applications in the visual communications field.
However, and in spite of all this effort, there are some
applications that still demand higher compression
ratios and other functionalities such as scalable
bitstreams, content description, error resilience, error
concealment, etc. [1].
There is a need to provide novel compression
schemes to code faces present in video sequences.
Although the emerging standard H.264 / MPEG-4
part 10 [2] along with other model-based proposed
schemes [5] achieve high compression ratios for this
particular application, we still believe that further
compression is needed in video transmission through
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channels with very limited capacity such those in
mobile or internet applications.
Having in mind these applications, we present a
novel scheme to encode faces in video sequences
based on an adaptive eigenspace approach. The
eigenface concept for still image coding has been
already presented in a face recognition framework in
[6] and further explored in [1]. These works have
proven the validity of the eigenspace approach for
image and video coding but it has been also clear that
more work is needed to improve the overall scheme.
It is in this context that the main contributions of
this paper are a new way to adapt the eigenspace to
take into account the different poses, expressions and
lighting conditions of the faces and the combined use
of the upcoming standard AVC to encode the face
updates. As an added value to the encoded images,
the MPEG-7 descriptors of the image faces have been
found and added to the bit stream to allow search and
browsing functionalities.
The paper is divided as follows: Section 2
presents the video coding scheme based on Adaptive
Principal Component Analysis (APCA). Section 3
provides results and comparisons against the AVC
hybrid coder and Section 4 draws some conclusions.
2.

FACE CODER SCHEME

The video coding scheme (Figure 1) proposed in this
section is designed specifically for human faces.
Thus, the face image is extracted, and the rest of the
image is not considered in this paper. In the encoding
stage, the face image is coded using an adaptive
eigenspace combined with the AVC upcoming
standard.
The first image in the sequence is INTRA coded
using AVC. Once decoded, this image is used to find
the first eigenface and to set up the motion reference
image for the first update. The MPEG-7 descriptors
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Figure 1 Face coder scheme

are also extracted from this image. No other images
of the sequence are coded INTRA.
The second frame and the following ones are
projected to the adaptive eigenspace to obtain the
APCA coefficients and then each frame is
reconstructed. If the image is reconstructed with
enough quality, it is coded using only these
coefficients. On the contrary, if the face image cannot
be correctly represented by the current eigenspace the
image is coded through AVC using the last update
image as motion reference. This AVC coded image is
used to update the adaptive eigenspace at both the
coder and the decoder. Step by step, the coding
algorithm works as follows:
1) APCA eigenspace projection.

yi = U iT sF , i

(1.1)

2) APCA coefficients coding. The coefficients are
predicted from the previous frame ones. The
difference is uniformly quantized and entropy
coded using an UVLC (Universal Variable
Length Code)
3) The image is reconstructed using the decoded
APCA coefficients(1.2), and the error is
evaluated(1.3).
sˆAPCA,i = U i yˆi
(1.2)

eAPCA,i = sF ,i − sˆAPCA,i

(1.3)

a) If MSE < ε  frame type = APCA:
i) Only APCA coefficients are sent
b) Else if MSE > ε  frame type = Update:
i) Do not send APCA coefficients
ii) Encode the original image as an update
frame using AVC. We fix frame type = P,
and the reference image = last update.
iii) Adapt APCA eigenspace using the SVD
update technique described in [8]. The
maximum number of eigenfaces is limited,
and those with the smallest singular value are
discarded.
The APCA coefficients quantization step, and
the update decision are fixed for the whole sequence.
In order to obtain a good performance is
important that the face extraction step correctly aligns
all the faces of the original sequence. We have used
the same technique that is required in the extraction
of the MPEG-7 face recognition descriptors [4] due
to the following reasons. Firstly, it only requires the
location of two points, the center of each eye in the
original image. Secondly, with only these two points
we can achieve a high coding efficiency. And finally,
it allows us to easily find the MPEG-7 descriptors
from the same extracted face image.
This face coder has been integrated in the AVC
reference implementation JM2.1 [7], reusing its NAL
structure and bitstream syntax.

3.

RESULTS

In order to show the potentiality of this new coding
scheme, some results are presented and compared to
AVC (JM 2.1 implementation [7]). Two test
sequences have been used with an image size of
56x46 pixels (for MPEG-7 compatibility) and 25
frames/sec. Additionally, in order to better evaluate
the algorithm, the first 30 frames of the coded
sequence and the MPEG-7 descriptors are discarded
from the BR and PSNR statistics.
Figure 2 shows that for the Miss America
sequence, the proposed face coder, obtains an
efficiency comparable to AVC2B (IBBPBBPBBP…)
and better results than AVC 4B (IBBBBPBBBBP…)
or AVC 0B (IPPPPPPP…) for a PSNR in the 29.531.5 dB range.
A thorough analysis of each frame reveals that
the APCA coding algorithm achieves a high
performance when the eyes are located precisely and
the coded face has a previously coded expression. In
such situations, the image will be coded with good
quality using only APCA coefficients. These APCA
frames achieve the major bit-rate savings in our
proposed algorithm.
In Figure 4, we can compare the performance of
APCA frames versus B type frames, which offer the
major bit-rate savings in a classical hybrid scheme. In
AVC the efficiency of B type frames relies on the
frame structure, which is difficult to adapt. Thus, the
GOP is usually prefixed using a compromise. For
example, if we use a frame structure with many Btype frames like AVC 4B, it can be said that a better
efficiency will be obtained, but the reference pictures
are more spaced out, so depending on the motion
activity the coding efficiency may decay. This is the
reason why AVC 2B obtains a better efficiency using
B frames. Moreover, the number of consecutive B's
should be limited because the coding order is not
equal to the presentation order. Therefore, it may
break the synchronization between lips and the
speech, or introduce an uncomfortable delay in a talk.
On the other hand, the face coding algorithm
dynamically adapts its frame structure. We use
APCA frames, when the face is suitable to be coded
with enough quality. When the quality goes below a
threshold an update image is coded with AVC. As a
result, the updates are only selected when they are
necessary and provide an efficient way to update the
eigenspace. In our case, the number of consecutive
APCA frames is not limited because the coding order
is the same as the presentation order.
Finally, Figure 3 shows the results with the
“Carphone” sequence. This sequence has a worse eye
location accuracy, so very few frames (14.2%) are
coded as APCA frames. In such cases, our encoding

scheme sends a lot of consecutive update frames
(…PPPP…), and offers the same behavior as AVC
0B (IPPPP…). Therefore, in the worst case, our
scheme will obtain a similar efficiency that AVC 0B.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

A new approach for encoding face images in video
sequences has been presented with very promising
results. The main conclusions are:
Firstly, when the face is located and extracted
correctly, better results than AVC are obtained. On
the contrary, if the face is incorrectly located, the
results are similar to AVC 0B (IPPPP…).
Secondly, APCA frames, those coded using only
APCA coefficients, offer great bit-rate savings
without the limitations of B frames described in
section 3. Moreover, APCA frames do not require
motion compensation and have an execution time ten
times faster on average. However, a more complete
analysis about computational complexity should be
done to draw a more definite conclusion.
Finally, the embedded MPEG-7 face recognition
description identifies the face and allows searching
and browsing functionalities.
5.
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Figure 2. PSNR of coded sequence vs. BR,
“Miss_America” sequence.
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Figure 3. PSNR of coded sequence vs. BR,
“Carphone” sequence.
Avg. PSNR [db]

% APCA o B Frames

30.90
31.04
31.22
31.13

79.83%
0%
66.7%
80%

Table 1 Average results for “Miss_America” at a PNSR ≈ 31 dB.

Figure 4. PSNR & BITS/FRAME evolution of the last 50 frames of “Miss_America” sequence of Table 1
Original Face Cod. AVC 0B AVC 2B AVC 4B

PSNR
#BITS
Fr. type

30.73
34
APCA

30.96
80
P

30.87
8
B

31.10 dB
48
B

Figure 5. Visual results at frame #68 of Table 1

Original Face Cod. AVC 0B AVC 2B AVC 4B

PSNR
#BITS
Frame type

31.67
49
APCA

31.28
96
P

30.97
24
B

31.28 dB
200
P

Figure 6. Visual results at frame #141 of Table 1

